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Tuesday, May 15th  

 

09:00 - 09:50  Sam Wass (University of East London) 
Training visual attention control during infancy and early childhood 

09:50 - 10:40   Duncan Astle (University of Cambridge) 

Altering children's neurophysiology with cognitive training 

11:00 - 11:50  Virginia Penhume (Concordia University) 

What we learn and when we learn it: sensitive periods for musical 

 training and possible transfer to cognitive skill 

11:50 - 12:40   Nikolaus Steinbeis (UCL) 

From mechanisms to interventions: Training behavioural control  

14:00 - 14:50     Sarah-Jayne Blakemore (UCL) 

Sensitive periods of social brain development in adolescence 

14:50 - 15:40   Julia Karbach (University of Koblenz) 

Cognitive plasticity across the lifespan: Individual differences, training 

and transfer effects. 

16:10 - 17:00    Daphne Bavelier (University of Geneva) 

Learning and transfer: Lessons from action video games 

 

Wednesday, May 16th  

 

08:30 - 09:20     Willem Frankenhuis (Radboud University) 
Why do sensitive periods exist? 

09:20 - 10:10     Simone Kuehn (via Skype), (UKE, University of Hamburg)  

Testing the effects of video gaming on brain plasticity 

10:40 - 11:30    Gerd Kempermann (DZNE, TU Dresden) 

Enriched environments as biological model of lifestyle-dependent 

brain plasticity 

11:30 - 12:20     Roi Cohen Kadosh (University of Oxford) 

Modulating learning and performance using brain stimulation and 

cognitive training 

13:30 - 15:00    Discussion and closing remarks 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SPEAKER ABSTRACTS 

Speaker: Dr Sam Wass, 

“Training visual attention control during infancy and early childhood” 

Abstract: Motivated by evidence that the plasticity of brain and behaviour should be 

greatest during early development, we present computerised, gaze-contingent 

paradigms that have been developed to train endogenous attention control during 

infancy and early childhood. The eye-gaze-contingent paradigms build on the 

distinction between bottom-up (salience-driven) and top-down (voluntary) attention. 

Their common theme is that they place the infant in a situation in which looking to the 

most salient object gets a smaller reward, but looking to a less immediately salient 

area of the screen gets a bigger reward. We present results from a number of training 

studies that have applied these paradigms to young children from typical and high-risk 

backgrounds, including ongoing studies targeting clinical populations. We present 

results including replicated findings that short doses of training lead to immediate 

improvements in performance on untrained aspects of attention control, that are 

maintained over medium but not long time-frames. We also present evidence for the 

transfer of training effects to semi-naturalistic assessments of infants’ social orienting. 

Finally, we present evidence that training leads to increases in infants’ physiological 

responsiveness to sought-for stimuli, but to no changes in responsiveness to aversive 

stimuli.    

 

Speaker: Duncan Astle, 

“Altering children's neurophysiology with cognitive training” 

Abstract: Poor working memory is highly predictive of educational underachievement 

and developmental disorder. Despite the high level of interest in the application of 

cognitive training, especially in childhood, very little is known about the 

neurophysiological mechanisms by which training gains are achieved. I will present 

data from a double-blind randomised controlled training study, in which we explore the 

underlying neurophysiological changes following training. We used new methods to 

explore the spontaneous coordination of electrophysiological signals at rest. 

Improvements in working memory after training were significantly associated with 

changes in functional connectivity between areas in fronto-parietal cortex and inferior-

temporal cortex. During task performance we also observed enhanced coupling 

between the upper alpha rhythm (at 16 Hz), recorded in superior frontal and parietal 

cortex, and high gamma activity (at ~ 90 Hz) in inferior temporal cortex. This is the first 

demonstration that this hierarchically organised neuronal coupling can be measured 

in childhood and is associated working memory changes following training. Towards 

the end of the talk I will introduce new findings from machine learning that highlight 

different profiles of transfer following machine learning. 

 

 



 
 
Speaker: Virginia B Penhume,  
 

“What we learn and when we learn it:  sensitive periods for musical training 
and possible transfer to cognitive skill” 

 
Abstract: The impact of training or experience is not the same at all points in 

development.  Children who learn to play a musical instrument or speak a second 

language early in life are typically more proficient as adults.  In the domain of music, 

a wealth of anecdotal evidence suggests that early training is important for musical 

skill, however, there has been little evidence directly demonstrating the impact of the 

age of start of musical training.  To address this question, work in my laboratory has 

compared behavior and brain structure in early- (ET: before age seven) and late-

trained (LT: after age seven) adult musicians.  Our results show that ET musicians 

out-perform LT musicians on a variety of musical tasks, and that they show differences 

in brain structure related to the age of onset of training and task performance.  In this 

talk I will discuss these findings in the context of our understanding of the interaction 

between normative development and specific training.  I will also present new data 

testing whether similar age-of-start effects are found in children.  In addition, I will 

discuss the pattern of transfer to cognitive task performance seen in these studies, 

and present recent work examining whether music training might show transfer to non-

native language sound perception and production.   

 

 

Speaker: Nikolaus Steinbeis, 

“From mechanisms to interventions: Training behavioural control” 

Abstract: Behavioural control allows aligning actions with goals. It is a fundamental 

skill which continues to mature throughout childhood. How well children can deploy 

control mechanisms to inhibit prepotent impulses and resist temptations is a critical 

predictor for later life outcomes. Given the importance of childhood behavioural control 

for future well-being, how this can be improved has been an area of considerable 

interest. I explore some previous attempts on improving behavioural control and shed 

light on possible underlying mechanisms, which can inform on the specificity of 

transfer effects. I then present recent data from our lab showing that when leveraging 

insights from the training literature, behavioural control can be trained with surprisingly 

far transfer. I provide an outlook on the ongoing work and its theoretical importance 

for the field of cognitive training.  

 

 

 

 

 



Speaker: Sarah-Jayne Blakemore, 

“Sensitive periods of social brain development in adolescence” 

Abstract: Social cognitive processes involved in navigating an increasingly complex 

social world continue to develop throughout human adolescence. Adolescence is a 

period of life often characterised by behaviours that, prima facie, are irrational, such 

as seemingly excessive risk-taking and impulsivity. However, these behaviours can 

be interpreted as adaptive and rational if one considers that a key developmental goal 

of this period of life is to mature into an independent adult in the context of a social 

world that is unstable and changing. In the past twenty years, neuroscience research 

has shown that the human brain develops both structurally and functionally during 

adolescence. Areas of the social brain undergo significant reorganisation during the 

second decade of life, which might reflect a sensitive period for adapting to the social 

environment.  

 

Speaker: Julia Karbach, 

“Cognitive plasticity across the lifespan: Individual differences, training and 
transfer effects” 

 
Abstract: The field of cognitive training research has evolved considerably over the 

last decade, especially in the domain of working memory (WM) and executive 

functions (EF). There is no doubt that intensive cognitive training resulted in 

performance gains across a wide range of tasks and in participants of various ages. 

While most studies have also shown that these gains transfer to tasks measuring the 

same ability as the training task, transfer to other task domains and even to activities 

of daily living seems to be less consistent and has inspired heated debates in the field. 

Moreover, individual differences in training and transfer effects are usually substantial, 

indicating that some individuals benefit more from an intervention than others. Based 

on recent findings from WM and EF training, I will illustrate age differences and 

individual differences in training outcomes. I will discuss predictors of individual 

differences (such as motivation and cognitive performance at baseline) and highlight 

important issues that may be considered in order for the field to move forward. 

 

Speaker: Daphne Bavelier, 

“Learning and transfer: Lessons from action video games” 

Abstract: A vexing issue in the field of learning is that, while we understand how to 

promote superior performance through practice, the resulting behavioral enhancement 

rarely extends beyond the practiced task. Such learning specificity is a major limitation 

for effective interventions, whether educational or clinical ones. Here we will consider 

first what may be the inter-individual determinants of learning to learn, or the ability to 

gracefully adapt to new tasks; we will then consider lessons from action video game 

play as to how one can train learning to learn for the better. 



Speaker: Willem E. Frankenhuis, 

“Why do sensitive periods exist?” 

Abstract: Sensitive periods are increasingly well-understood at the neural-

physiological level. However, we know little about the evolutionary selection pressures 

that produce sensitive periods. In this talk, I present a formal modeling approach to 

studying the evolution of sensitive periods. We can model development as a 

specialization process during which individuals incrementally adapt to local 

environmental conditions, while sampling imperfect cues to the environmental state. 

We first compute optimal developmental systems for a range of ecological conditions. 

Then we expose these systems to simulated experiences in order to obtain 

developmental trajectories and distributions of mature phenotypes. My talk highlights 

four main results. First, matching empirical findings, sensitive periods often result from 

experience or from a combination of age and experience, but rarely from age alone. 

Second, individual differences in the duration of sensitive periods emerge across 

ontogeny: individuals who sample more consistent cue sets lose their plasticity at 

faster rates. Third, consistency in individual differences gradually develops across 

ontogeny (i.e., ‘personality’ emerges). Fourth, individuals might perseverate along 

developmental trajectories despite accumulating evidence that an alternate trajectory 

more likely matches the ecology. We find that formal evolutionary modeling can 

illuminate the rise and fall of plasticity over the life course. 

 

Speaker: Simone Kuehn, 

“Testing the effects of video gaming on brain plasticity?” 

Abstract: Cross-sectional and longitudinal evidence of the potential impact of video 

game play on brain structure and function in younger and older adults will be 

presented. Moreover I will discuss data from a novel study investigating the effects of 

violent video game play on aggression and empathy.  

 

Speaker: Gerd Kempermann, 

“Enriched environments as biological model of lifestyle-dependent brain 

plasticity” 

Abstract: How people lead their lives has a massive influence on the structure and 

function of the brain across the course of life. Lifestyle factors of risk and resilience 

are thus potent targets for strategies of ‘successful aging’. But the scope of factors 

that fall under this umbrella is vast and it is not clear, how such factors influence 

cognition. They form a context, in which cognitive training takes place, and cognitive 

training, is by itself, a ‘lifestyle’. At the same time, these factors show a great 

communality, in that they are not independent of each other, yet their combination is 

highly individual. This fact raises interesting fundamental questions about the 

underlying, shared biological principles. The classical experimental paradigm of 

‘environmental enrichment’ can be used to address these questions in a reductionistic 



setting. As a primary readout in animal studies we use adult hippocampal 

neurogenesis as a trait that can be captured from the molecular bases to its behavioral 

consequences. By applying a longitudinal and multivariate design to the paradigm new 

questions can be asked and novel insights be extracted. A key example is the 

observation how cognitive behaviors correlate with longitudinal activity trajectories and 

changes in brain plasticity. 

 

Speaker: Roi Cohen Kadosh, 

“Modulating learning and performance using brain stimulation and cognitive 

training” 

Abstract: Fluid cognitive skills, such as working memory, reasoning, and 

mathematics, are critical in most academic settings. Current attempts to improve 

cognitive skills have yielded mixed results and limited evidence of transfer beyond the 

immediate cognitive training materials. These failures have led some to suggest that 

cognitive skills are fixed. Another suggestion is that these failures are due to 

suboptimal approaches to exploit neuroplasticity. An innovative method to modulate 

neuroplasticity is using brain stimulation during cognitive training, with the assumption 

that concurrent brain stimulation and cognitive training interact synergistically, and 

enhance the benefits derived from cognitive training alone. I will present a series of 

experiments that involved executive control, arithmetic learning or executive functions 

training. The beneficial effect of brain stimulation varied as a function of the neural 

system we tried to alter or baseline cognitive abilities. The results lead to the idea that 

a consideration of the neurocognitive factors characterising the individuals in the 

experiment can lead to a much clearer understanding of effects than considering only 

the group they belong to. This approach yields advancement at the basic and 

translational level. It would enable the improvement and individualisation of 

interventions, and produce a better understanding of the underlying neurocognitive 

mechanisms. 

 


